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January 17, 2017

Gregory Van Dusen
Director, Regulatory Affairs
Hydro Ottawa Limited
3025 Albion Road North
PO Box 8700
Ottawa ON K1G 3S4

Dear Mr. Van Dusen:
Re:

Hydro Ottawa Limited (Hydro Ottawa)
Application for Rates
OEB File Number EB-2016-0084

On December 21, 2016, the OEB issued its Decision and Rate Order on Hydro Ottawa’s
2017 rate application. On January 13, 2017, Hydro Ottawa advised OEB staff that it had
found what it believed to be an error in the wording of the Decision and Rate Order
relating to the characterization of its position on the approach to the refund of the Global
Adjustment variance account balance with respect to customers entering or exiting
Class A in 2015. The Decision and Rate Order incorrectly characterized Hydro Ottawa’s
position as being that this should be done through monthly billing adjustments over one
year rather than through a one-time adjustment to such customers’ bills. In reviewing
this section, OEB staff has also determined that the amount of the credit to these
customers is incorrectly characterized as $184,635 on page 9, rather than the correct
amount of $184,965 as shown on page 10.
Today, the OEB is re-issuing the Decision and Rate Order, with these errors corrected.
The first correction can be found on page ten of the Decision, a copy of which is
attached. The second bullet under the second complete paragraph now reads as
follows:
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•

Customers entering or exiting Class A in 2015 are to be provided with a credit of
$184,965 through a one-time adjustment on their bill (subject to any CBR
payments that may also be applicable as noted above).

The second correction can be found at the end of the third paragraph on page 9 where
the last sentence now reads:
The amount allocated to these customers for the Global Adjustment variance is a
credit of $184,965 and for Capacity Based Recovery is a debit of $24,630.
Pursuant to Rule 41.02 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure, the OEB may at any
time, without notice or a hearing of any kind, correct a typographical error, error of
calculation or similar error made in its orders or decisions. The OEB notes that neither
error has any impact on the final Tariff of Rates and Charges. Nevertheless, for
purposes of clarifying the record, the OEB has made these changes. The OEB
considers these errors to be typographical or similar errors. The Decision and Order is
not otherwise changed in any way.
Yours truly,
Original signed by

Kirsten Walli
Board Secretary

